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If last month’s meeting and the turn-up at the field recently are any indication, 2015 is going to be a
good year. We only have one major working bee planned and that is for the Astroturf laying. Jim Bowie and
I are working to get the main part of the earth-works done by the contractors soon…then it will be all hands
on deck to move the ‘green stuff’ into place and fix the edges. I’m hoping to announce the date of the
working bee at the next meeting.
I was all set to be the guest speaker at the last club meeting only to have computer/projector
connection issues that couldn’t be sorted out on the night. As it turned out the hotel had to close early and
we probably wouldn’t have had time anyway. I’ve sorted out the problem and it is all working fine for the
next club meeting. The topic of my presentation is the ‘design and drawing of scale models’ and I’ll be
using PowerPoint and a CAD drafting program.
I read out the introductory page at the last meeting and someone suggested I put into print in the next
Newsletter…so, here it is………
This hobby of ours is changing fast – ARF and foamies are improving all the time, and we are seeing
a continual increase in the number and variety of aircraft at the field. And it’s easier to get started now…
…trainers get better and cheaper… those inevitable early crashes don’t cost a month’s wages to repair…
…happy new club members…happy “bronzed wingers”…happy days indeed.
Now despite, or maybe because of, all this improved activity, I’m also seeing increased interest in
guys building from plans…you know…the way we used to do it? Now, I seriously doubt that ‘self build’
modeling will ever trouble ARF sales, but it would seem that ”doing it yourself” is filling a need in some of
us. Ok so it’s possibly just a blip in the current way of things…maybe just a nostalgic glance over the
middle-aged shoulder…a moist-eyed revisit to an ill-spent youth…but, you know, I’m glad there are still
some of us out there doing battle…battling for building space on the kitchen table…waiting till the ‘better
half’ has left the house so her dress-making scissors can be used to cut out your silk wing covering…or to
fill the home with the wondrous aromas of epoxy resin, nitrate dope and enamel spray-paint…to spend
endless hours peeling congealed glue from your reddened fingers…or hurriedly searching for a place to
hide that oil-ruined shirt she bought for you and loves to see you wearing…or frantically rummaging
through the medicine cabinet for a band-aide big enough to stem the blood-flow from that alarmingly deep
razor-blade cut……Ah…nostalgia…!
Most of you know that I enjoy building my models from scratch…and more specifically, to design the
structures myself. Now don’t get me wrong, I’m all in favour of the ARF and Foamy…it is just that my
particular interest is to conceive, draw and build the model from the start to the finish …and here’s the
really weird (some say ‘perverse’) bit…I usually choose aircraft that are not often modeled…and there is
usually a very good reason why they haven’t been modeled much……they often have a reputation of being
hard to build or difficult to trim for scale flight. Now this might have been a valid argument back in the days
of free-flight and early radio control…but since the advent of digital proportional radio…and better yet,
computer radios, and now, those mischievous little gyro thingies…the sky is now definitely the limit!!!
But unless that scale model is designed properly right from the start, the skeptics may be proved
right, and it turns out to be a real handful in the air…and that first test flight could leave you white faced
and shaking…with sweaty hands and trembling thumbs! But…Good News…the Internet is here, and not only
has global marketing brought us shed loads of modeling products at great prices, but it has introduced
competition into the marketplace with the established hobby shops sharpening their acts as well…and now
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there are building forums and chat-rooms with access to more building advise than we ever had back in the
‘good old days’…and let’s not forget Allan Turner’s informative building forums and other constructive gettogethers amongst club members.
So let’s keep the skills and enthusiasm alive for the next generation and give ourselves a sense of
personal achievement while we’re at it……….Take back the hobby!!!
Tried to get a bit more of the Gamecock built…but the shed was too hot to work in for any length of
time. Hope the weather improves a bit too…way too hot to be out in a paddock last weekend….looks better
this week….I need a ‘fix’ soon!

New Members
Welcome to:
Dennis Batge…….where have you been hiding Dennis?
Peter Wakefield

Bronze Wings
Congratulations to:
Dennis Batge…….geees that didn’t take long!!!
John Saint

Alan Turner’s Builders’ Forums
Once again…your roving investigator…. Mauro

Maurovic sends us his report from Allan’s shed……

SMAC BUILDERS’ FORUM – 3rd February 2015
Although the meeting this month was a very “intimate” gathering, never-the-less the group undertook some
interesting discussion around glues and fillers and fibre glassing material differences, construction of an engine test
bench and practical examples on building up a wing from scratch.
Alan Turner, Ron Dunstan, Ben Dunstan, Mauro Maurovic and former SMAC member David Lynden attended

In last month’s forum, Ben showed moulds for his latest project, a CAC Boomerang and at this meeting, he showed
the prepared fibre glass cowl and canopy made from those moulds.
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The following image shows the “back end” of an engine test bench, built by Alan from one of his mate’s designs.
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Alan with the help of Ron also demonstrated how to build up a wing from scratch and some very useful tools to help
with the build.

This wing when completed will be for Mauro’s first scratch built aircraft – a Piper Semi-scale low wing trainer -.46 –
60 size. Construction of the fuselage is almost complete.
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The next newsletter will contain some photos of the build of the Piper so far…
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Just as a reminder, this forum is for all members and again I encourage members who have any questions on
materials or tools to use, issues with their aircraft or need advice on how to fix damage etc., to bring their aircraft
along so that all members present can advise of the best approaches.
I also repeat the following from the last newsletter item:
Please let Alan know if you intend coming. If you have a specific question or problem also please advise Alan so that
he can be well prepared to assist. Although we concentrate on building it’s a forum whereby members can gain
knowledge and exchange ideas on all aspects of the hobby, if you are into ARF this does not exclude you from
participating.
If you have a project that is too big or not easily transported that you would like help with or indeed if you would like
to host a forum at your place feel free to suggest it.

Meetings are held on the 1st Tuesday of the month – next meeting 3rd March 2015 at
7:00 – 7:30-pm.
Contact details for Alan are:

0417816254

Alan’s Address:

13 Fox Hill Road Mount George 5155

Contact details for Mauro are:

0428639859 or email maurokay@gmail.com

Indoor Flying
The next indoor evening is on Saturday 7th March

‘Caught in the Act’ . . . . . . . of flying at the field
John’s superb Ercoup or Aircoup (take your pick…. it was known by both names at some stage).

I didn’t get a photo with it’s cowl on, but at
least this way we can see the twin mufflers
that Bill had made for it. Apparently it purrrrs
like a kitten.
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This photo is just
begging for an imaginative
caption……..make up your
own….but be sure it’s got
something about “sleeping on
the job”….in it ☺
Actually John had
damaged a main undercarriage
leg and needed a new one
made….Trevor was on hand
and quickly fashioned a
perfectly good pair right there
at the field using piano wire,
the field vice at the end of the
pits…….and a thumping big
hammer!
Job done… we have the skills!

I wasn’t able to take many photos since the last newsletter…so I dug into my vault and found some
that Mauro took and sent to me late last year…..

Bill’s DH Comet

Who can mistake the silhouette of an Aeromaster……did I get it right this time Nick?
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Andrew’s Cub

Mauro’s Cessna

My Turbulent on take-off…….
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…and on a low slow pass

An F4U with everything down and dirty.

The Gilmore Red Lion trying very hard to overcome it’s high wing-loading and huge cowl drag
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Nick’s Cessna about to make another greaser of a landing….check out that green grass!

Two atmospheric shots of Mauro’s DH Sea Vixen
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Sean’s Taylorcraft….
…………Pretty as a picture!

Trevor and John after some fun with
Trev’s new Sukhoi
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Peter Wakefield and Bill Kent after another successful buddy-box training session

Bill Kent sent me this photo of Chris Winzer’s impressive inverted landing in a bush with his SE5a……..
……actually he was letting the glue dry on a minor repair!
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For Sale :
A new section - items for sale from club members – contact the seller via their phone number….not me!!
Hi Paul
Here is a list of things and models I have for sale that we talked about for inclusion in the
Newsletter please?.
1.
2.

A range of 36 mHz receivers going very cheap.
Flight Box with all equipment. Starter, Battery, Glow driver, Chargers, pump, everything
you need. $60.
3.
Guillows P38 Lightning Kit new in box. Cost $150, Sell $100
4.
2m Kyosho electric launch glider, new. RTF without Receiver $50
5.
World Models Super Chipmunk 64 inch suit 90FS ARF $200 with Retracts and Flaps
6.
2.6 Metre CM Pro Ventus Glider new in the box. Cost $170 Sell $90
7.
Top Sky DLG Glider, 1.5 metre composite, new in the box. cost $350 Sell $200
8.
Stirling Peanut Scale models, I have the full set of 12 models in 6 boxes.
One is plan only as I have built it, One is half built. So there are only 10 full kits of two in
each box. These are collectable so offers around $25 per box.
9. Sky Art Tech Indoor V22 Osprey, Only flown twice. Cost $200 sell $100 or offer. I can
explain how to get it to fly a little better than it does.
10. Indoor Eflite Blade CX2 helicopter with a spare set of mechanics and two bodies. $50
or offer.
Bill Kent
0414883429

Next General Meeting – Tuesday 24th FEBRAARY
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
I’m the guest speaker – giving a presentation on my approach to scale model design.
See you all there.
Cheers
Paul
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